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It's Waddle! And it's in color. And boy, is it irresistible. In the same way that kids can't read Gallop!

without wanting to gallop around the room, Waddle!, an animals-in-motion Scanimation book, will

inspire prancing, hopping, stomping, and scampering. And did we mention color? Created by the

optical genius behind the phenomenal #1 and #2 New York Times bestselling children's books,

Gallop! and Swing!, Waddle! adds touches of color to the images and integrates it into the text. That

prancing pig is pink, the leaping dolphin is blue, the slithering snake yellow. The Scanimation itself is

also more lifelike, as the author continues to refine his patented Scanimation process, resulting in a

more fluid, realistic motion. Nothing else compares. Waddle! teaches color and movement. Its

language is a joy, the rhymes inspiring, the animals full of life. And one more thing: Waddle! has a

surprise ending. Something else to grab the readerâ€•literally.
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We already own Gallop and Swing, so I bought Waddle as soon as I saw it was available. My 3 year

old son loves these books. The are especially great to take on trips and for independent play. He

can sit and look through "reading" them to himself for at least an hour. These make great gifts too

as they are so unique and fun.

A very fascinating book for any age. Older ones will focus on how it works while younger ones just



enjoy the movement. Best thing--no batteries!! Constructed so sturdy even young toddlers can

handle it without damaging it(no chewing, of course!) I have 2 of Seder's scranimation books &

grandkids frequently choose them. I own many children's books, but this one appeals to the

broadest age of audiences.

Waddle is sure to delight not only the 4 to 8 year olds, but also the toddler who likes color and

animation. The pictures are cute, the Scanimation delightful. Children will love the alligators, pigs

and more! A great companion to his previous books Swing! and Gallop!: A Scanimation Picture

Book (Scanimation Books).

More than just a unique picture book, Waddle is "must have" for the "Beginning -to-read" crowd. I'm

a librarian in a K-12 school. Our beginning-to-read book section now includes Waddle, and it's a big

hit. The large print, the alliteration and the clearly amazing pictures combine to give little ones just

enough clues to decode the text - and have a lot of fun at the same time.

This is such a fun book. Every time you open a page the animals look like they are moving. I really

like that they are in color too. I bought this for my toddler and she really enjoys this book. She asks

to read it over and over again and hops around like the animals do in the book.

The storyline is TERRIBLE. So I don't read the words, I just let my son play with the pages to make

the pictures move. There is so much potential with these books, but both of them have really lame,

unreadable stories.

I have now bought at least 10 of these Scanimation books because their animated pictures are

absolutely wonderful for children of all ages. It is a board book that is truly interactive. This particular

one covers birds and I bought it for a shower present for someone who was expecting a baby boy.

They will keep a toddler amused for hours and they cover many topics: animals, sports, comics and

movies!Each book has exceptional illustrations in a format that allows the viewer to see captioned

moving pictures with the turn of a page!And this one covers the adventures of birds. I bought this

one for a first birthday present for twins but it has become the 7 year old's favorite book recently and

adults have commented on what a great keepsake it is, so I guess anyone would find something

great about it. I think Rufus Butler Seder is a genius!



My husband saw this book at a friend's house and decided my daughter just HAD to have it too. He

loves reading it with her. We all like the pictures. If you like this book there are a few more just like it.
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